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Abstract–Plurals of any language plays crucial role in day-to-day conversations. Any language cannot be imagined without 
plurals. More attention has to be given to plurals and their inflections in Machine Translation (MT) since they are not formed 
based on one predefined particular rule - especially in Telugu that is selected as the source language (SL). There are 
numerous categories of singulars. Various rules are employed to form their plurals.  
Numerous types of plural forms and their formations of Telugu are discussed in this paper. Plural formation rules are 
discussed along with their colloquial forms. Some of the plural forms are formed beyond any logic and sometimes they used 
to form in accordance with usage of the people. Plurals and their inflections are discussed along with some of their popular 
colloquial forms. Obtaining plurals from their inflection forms for MT is discussed in this paper along with some of their 
popular colloquial plural inflections. 

 
Index terms - Plurals, Inflections, Plural Inflections, Mt, Telugu Plural Forms.  
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Plural means more than one entity in number [1]. 
Plural forms are very common in any natural 
language and can be formed for countable entities. To 
have plural forms for nouns and pronouns is a custom 
in all the languages. Sometimes verbs/ auxiliary verbs 
also have the plural forms, for instance, in English, 
‘are’ is the plural form of ‘is’.  
Plural forms can be categorized into two types, viz. 
regular and irregular. Regular forms are formed 
according to the common grammar rules of language. 
Irregular forms are the special cases of the 
formations, sometimes against the grammar rules. 
Common man conversations can cause colloquial 
form of the plural, for e.g. in Telugu ‘siMhAlu’ 
(lions) is the colloquial form of ‘siMhamulu’ that is 
the correct plural of the singular ‘siMhamu’ (lion).  
Though the colloquial plural forms are discussed in 
this paper, they are not considered in Machine 
Translation. 
In general, all the languages use plural forms to 
represent when there are two or more countable 
entities. Unlike all the other languages, Sanskrit 
employs dual form that specifically represents two 
entities; from three entities onwards, plural forms are 
employed to represent plurality. Sanskrit is a unique 
language with this nature [2] [4].  
As the India is a multilingual country, there is high 
chance of influence of one language on another; 
especially the impact of Sanskrit on other languages 
is very high. In this contest, Telugu was originally  
intended to be totally free from the influence of 
Sanskrit. Later with passage of time, Telugu was 
heavily influenced by Sanskrit7. Telugu can be 
considered as a very rich language due to its 
enormous vocabulary and the ability to evince the 
moods and feelings more precisely than other 
languages of the sub-continent [8]. 

 
In any language, generally some entities are always 
plural and some entities do not have plural forms. 
Some entities will have two or more types of plural 
forms. All these cases are discussed in detail along 
with examples in later sections of this paper. 
 
II. TYPES OF TELUGU PLURAL FORMS 
 
Telugu is a well structured and rich language in terms 
of construction and expression [9]. As in all other 
languages, plural forms are common in Telugu also. 
Though many features are adapted from Sanskrit in to 
Telugu [3], dual forms are not adapted [5]. Unlike 
Sanskrit, Telugu uses only singular and plural forms 
like any other language. There are regular and 
irregular plural forms in Telugu also. Appending ‘lu’ 
to the entity is the regular phenomenon in Telugu to 
make plural forms [6]. But the plurals can be formed 
in many ways without any fixed predefined 
methodology since numerous exceptions are present. 
1. Appending ‘lu’ to the singular that ends with ‘mu’ 
is the common procedure to form a plural in Telugu 
as in Table 1  

 
Table 1. Plural forms of type - 1 
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Colloquial forms for the above type are formed only 
when singulars are ending with the pattern ‘amu’.  
2. Plural is formed by appending ‘lu’ to the singular 
that ends with a long vowel (i.e. ‘A, I, U, E & O’) as 
in Table 2. 

Table 2. Plural forms of type - 2 

 
 
Colloquial forms will not be generated for this type 
3(a) Plural can be formed by appending ‘lu’ if the 
singular is ended with ‘ka/ku/ke’ as in the table 3. 
 

Table 3. Plural forms of type – 3(a) 

 
 
3(b) Plural can be formed by replacing ‘i’ with ‘ulu’ 
if the singular is ended with ‘ki/khi’ as in the table 4. 

Table 4. Plural forms of type – 3(b) 

 
 
The plural forms of the singulars that ends with 
‘ga/gi/gu/ge/ca/ci/cu/ce/Ta/Ti/Te/Da/Di/Na/Ni/Nu/Ne
ta/ti/tu/da/di/du/de/na/ni/nu/ne/pa/pi/pu/pe/ba/bi/bu/b
e/ma/mi/mu/me/ya/yu/ye/ra/ri/re/la/le/La/va/vi/vu/veS
a/Si/Su/Se/’ follows rules described in 3(a) & (b)  
3(c) There are some cases in which plurals can be 
formed by replacing ‘i’ with ‘lu’ if the singular is 
ended with ‘Ti’ as in the table 5. 

Table 5. Plural forms of type – 3(c) 

 
 
3(d). Plurals can be formed by replacing ‘Tu’ with 
‘Tlu’ if the singular ends in ‘Tu’ as in the table 6. 
 
Table 6. Plural forms of type – 3(d) 

 
 
3(e). It is a custom in Telugu to use ‘LLu’ instead of 
‘Dulu’ in plural form if the singular is ended with 
‘Di’ as in the table 7. But usage of ‘LLu’ leads to 
colloquial form.  
 

Table 7. Plural forms of type – 3(e) 

 
Note: Plural of the word ‘kODi (hen)’, is ‘kOLLu’. 
There is no plural form as ‘kODulu’. Similarly, plural 
form of ‘lEDi (deer)’ is ‘lELLu’. There is no plural 
form ‘lEDulu’. 
3(f). Plurals can be formed by replacing ‘MDi/MDu’ 
with ‘MDlu/LLu’ if the singular is ended with 
‘MDi/MDu’ as in the table 8. But usage of ‘LLu’ 
leads to colloquial form.  
 

Table 8. Plural forms of 3(f) 

 
 
3(g). Plurals can be formed in majority of cases by 
replacing ‘Du’ with ‘LLu’ if the singular is ended 
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with ‘Du’(should not be preceded with ‘M’) as in the 
table 9. Also there is a custom in Telugu to append 
‘lu’ to ‘Du’ of singular to form its plural. 
 

Table 9. Plural forms of type – 3(g) 

 
 
Following are the special cases in the category 
 ‘mAnavuDu’(a human) - ‘mAnavulu’ 
 ‘manavaDu’(grandson) - ‘manavalu/ manavaLLu’ 
 ‘yEDu’(year)-‘yEMDlu’ 

3(h). There is a custom in Telugu that ‘nulu’ in plural 
form can be diminished to ‘nlu’, because ‘n’ is known 
as ‘druta’ in Telugu grammar [3] and ‘nu’ can be 
diminished to ‘n’ under some special conditions.  
This is described in the table 10. 
 

Table 10. Plural forms of type – 3(h) 

 
Note: There is a practice to write plural form of the 
word ‘pEnu (louse)’, as ‘pElu’ and plural form of 
‘cEnu (field)’ as ‘cElu’.  
3(i) Plurals can be formed by appending ‘lu’ if the 
singular is ended with ‘yi’ as in the table 11. 
 

Table 11. Plural forms of type – 3(i) 

 
 
3(j). There are special cases in formation of plural of 
the singular that ends with ‘yi’ as in the table 12. 
 

Table 12. Plural forms of type – 3(j) 

 

 
3(k). There are few modes of plurals of singular that 
ends with ‘ru’ as in the table 13. Preferably if the 
preceding letter of ‘ru’ is any long vowel, i.e. 
A/I/U/E/O, ‘ru’ is converted to ‘rlu/ rulu/ LLu’ to 
form plural 
 

Table 13. Plural forms of type – 3(k) 

 
 
3(l). Plural can be formed by replacing ‘li/lu/Li/Lu’ 
with ‘LLu’ if the singular is ended with ‘li/lu/Li/Lu’ 
as in the table 14. 

Table 14. Plural forms of type – 3(l) 

 
 
3(m). Some of the plurals can be formed by replacing 
‘li’ with ‘lulu’ for some singulars that ends with ‘li’ 
as in the table 15. 

 
Table 15. Plural forms of type – 3(m) 
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4(a).  Plural is formed by replacing second consonant 
from the twinned consonants (dwittAksharamulu) at 
the rear and its vowel in singular by ‘lu’ as in table 
16. This is applicable only for the consonants ‘T’ and 
‘D’ and for the vowels ‘u’ and ‘i’;  
 
Table 16. Plural forms type – 4(a) ends with ‘u/i’ 

 
4(b). If the vowel (rear character) is ‘a/e’ in the case 
of 4(a), then plural can be formed by appending ‘lu’ 
as in the table 17.  
 

Table 17 Plural forms fo type – 4(b) ends with 
‘e/a’ 

 
 
4(c). For the remaining rear twinned consonants i.e. 
‘c,t,p,g,j,d,b,n,N,m,y,r,L,v,S,sh,s,h,l’, plural is formed 
by appending ‘lu’ to the singular that ends with the 
vowels ‘a’, ‘u’ and ‘e’ as in tables18, 19 & 20 
respectively. 
 
Table 18. Plurals of type 4(c), singulars ends with 

‘a’ 

 
 

Table 19. Plurals of type 4(c), singular ends with 
‘u’ 

 

 
*A special case: ‘oLLu’ is a colloquial form of 
‘oDalu’. ‘oLLulu’ is also a colloquial form. 
There is a custom in Telugu to write the plurals as 
follows 
 Plural of ‘puvvu’(flower) is ‘pUlu’ (colloquial 

form of ‘puvvulu’) 
 Plural of ‘illu’(house) is ‘iLLu’ (colloquial form of 

‘illulu’) 
 Plural of ‘eddu’(ox) is ‘eDlu’ (colloquial form of 

‘eddulu’) 
 Plural of ‘kannu’(eye) is ‘kaLLu’(colloquial form 

of ‘kannulu’) 
 Table 20. Plurals of type 4(c), singular ends with 
‘e’ 

 
 
4(d). If the twinned consonants of 4(c) end in the 
vowel ‘i’, then ‘i’ is replaced with ‘ulu’ to form plural 
as in the table 21. 
 

Table 21. Plural forms of 4(d), ends with ‘i’ 

 
*a special case 
 
For the word ‘manishi’ (man), there is a custom to 
write ‘manushyulu’ as a plural equal to ‘manushulu’, 
one more special case is ‘peMDli’ (marriage), its 
plural is ‘peMDliLLu’. For non-possible 
combinations or patterns, examples are not given in 
the above tables. 
5 (a). For some cases, ‘ru’ is used to form the plurals 
as in the Table 22. 
 

Table 22. Plural forms of type 5 (a) 
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5 (b). Plural can be formed for the singular that ends 
in ‘rAlu/ gADu’, by replacing ‘lu/Du’ with ‘MDru’ as 
in the table 23. 
 

Table 23. Plural forms of type 5 (b) 

 
But there is a custom to form plurals by replacing 
‘lu/Du’ with ‘LLu’ instead of ‘MDru’ for the above 
patterns, for instance, ‘nAyakurALLu/ 
bAliMtarALLu/ guNavaMturALLu/ manavarALLu/ 
nEtagALLu/ sEdyagALLu/ pAlegALLu’ etc. But it 
can be considered colloquial.  
 Majority of grain names are always represented 

in plural form. For example, ‘kaMdulu (red-
gram), pesalu (green-gram), minumulu (black-
gram), gOdhumalu (wheat)’ etc. 

 Names of some games are always represented in 
plural from ‘kaLLagaMtalu / accanagAyalu / 
OmanaguMtalu / gujjena gULLu / kuppi geMtulu 
/ dAguDu mUtalu / biLLaMgOLLu’ etc. 

 Some twin words also always represented in 
plural form only. For example, ‘daMpatulu’(wife 
and husband), ‘tallidaMDrulu’(parents), etc. 
 

III. HANDLING INFLECTED PLURALS IN MT 
 
Modification of a word to express various tenses, 
voices, moods, numbers, genders, persons, etc. is 
known as inflection (‘vibhakti’) [10]. Declension is 
the inflection of nouns, pronouns and adjectives. 
Conjugation is the inflection of verbs [11]. Inflections 
take place at the rear end of words.  Since every word 
is an inflection of a root verb (‘dhAtu’) in Sanskrit, 
conjugations are possible in Sanskrit but not in 
Telugu [12]. As per the grammar, there are eight 
inflections in Telugu as described in table 24. Eighth 
inflection is less significant.  
 

Table 24. Inflections/Declensions 

 

Table 25. Solutions to obtain the plurals from 
inflected plurals. 

 
1. Handling Nominatives:  Regular phenomenon to 

form a plural in Telugu is to append ‘lu’ to the 
nominative singular [13] (various modes of 
plural formations are discussed in section 2 in 
this paper).  
In MT, when ‘lu’ is observed at the rear end of a 
phrase, it should not be considered slavishly as a 
plural phrase initially because ending in ‘lu’ for 
many singulars in Telugu is a usual phenomenon, 
e.g., ‘amalu (execution)’. The phrase must be 
searched in the database as it is. The phrase can 
be translated if it is available in database. 
Otherwise it may be considered as a plural. To 
obtain the singular from various types of plurals 
(see the tables from Table 1 to Table 23) 
procedures in Table 26 can be applied. Obtained 
singular will be translated into DL and should be 
modified as a plural according to DL rules. 
  
Table 26. Obtaining singular from plural 

nominatives 

 
 
Following the rules mentioned in above table to 
obtain singulars from the plurals in MT, may not 
give suitable singulars, e.g. for the plural 
‘kOLLu’, ‘LLu’ can be replaced with either 
‘Di/Du’. If ‘LLu’ is replaced with ‘Di’, ‘kODi’ 
(hen) can be formed or if it is replaced with ‘Du’, 
‘kODu’ (leg of a cot) is formed. Both are 
meaningful. This ambiguity is because of the 
way the phrase formed.   
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2. Handling Accusatives: Accusative inflections are 
of five types in Telugu viz. ‘ni(n), nu(n), lanu, 
kUrci, gUrci/guriMci’. Tables 27 & 28 describe 
the ways of formations of accusative plurals. 
Transforming kUrci to gUrci to append is a 
grammatical rule in Telugu. gUriMci is synonym 
of gUrci. 
 

Table 27. Plural accusatives with 
‘ni(n)/nu(n)/lanu’ 

 
 
Table 28. Plural accusatives with ‘gUrci/guriMci’ 

 
 

3. Handling Instrumentals: Instrumental inflections 
are of four types, viz. ‘cEta, cE, tODa, tO’. Table 
29 describes the ways of formations of 
instrumental plurals. Here ‘cEta’ is the synonym 
of ‘cE’ and ‘tODa’ is synonym of ‘tO’ 
 
 

Table 29. Plural instrumentals with ‘cEta(n), 
cE(n), tODa(n), tO(n)’ 

 

4. Handling Datives: Dative inflections are of two 
types, viz. ‘koraku(n), kY’. Table 30 describes 
the ways of formations of dative plurals. 

 
Table 30. Plural datives with ‘koraku(n),kY’ 

 
 

5. Handling Ablatives: Ablative inflections are of 
three types, viz. ‘valana(n),kaMTe(n),paTTi’. 
Table 31 describes the ways of formations of 
ablative plurals. Transforming paTTi to baTTi to 
append is a grammatical rule in Telugu. Mostly 
used colloquial form of ‘valana’ is ‘valla’. 

 
Table 31. Plural ablatives with ‘valana(n), 

kaMTe(n), paTTi’ 
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6. Handling Possessives: Possessive (also known as 
Genitive) inflections are of two types, viz. 
‘ki(n),ku(n), yokka, lO(n), lOpala(n)’. Table 32 
describes the ways of formations of possessive 
plurals. ‘ki’ is the synonym to ‘ku’. ‘ki’ is applied 
to the phrase that ends with ‘i’ but no plural ends 
in ‘i’. ‘lO’ is the synonym of ‘lOpala’.  

 
Table 32. Plural possessives with ‘valana(n), 

kaMTe(n), paTTi’ 

 
 

7. Handling Locatives: Locative inflections are of 
two types, viz. ‘aMdu, na(n)’. From these two 
locatives, generally, ‘na’ cannot be seen with 
much importance. Combining both the locatives 
to form ‘aMduna’ will not change the meaning if 
it is not connected with verb. If ‘amduna’ is 
connected with a verb, it will give the meaning 
of ‘aMduvalana (because)’. For example, 
‘tinnanduna (because of eating)’. Transforming 
‘aMdu’ to ‘yaMdu’ is as per grammatical rules of 
Telugu. Table 33 describes the ways of 
formations of locative plurals. 

 
Table 33. Plural locatives with ‘aMdu, na(n)’ 

 

8. Handling Vocatives: All addressing / calling 
phrases will come under this category.  These are 
available as separate phrases from the sentences. 
To handle vocatives in MT, it’s better to 
maintain all vocatives in database as they appear 
as pre-positions, for e.g. ‘OrI abbAyI’(hey boy).  

 
Note 1: From the above tables, the characters given in 
the parenthesis are optional and the choices given in 
square brackets are to be chosen any one.  
Note 2: In the process of obtaining plural from the 
infected plural, observation and its replacement is 
mentioned in the above tables. Inflection has to be 
extracted from the observation part and it should be 
preserved. The TL plural form must be subjected to 
the inflection as per the TL grammar rules.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Many methods have been discussed in this paper to 
obtain a) singulars from plurals and b) plural from the 
inflections. In addition to these known methods, 
certain more would find place to give accurate and 
abundant results in Telugu MT to any language. Due 
to heavy corruption of Telugu plurals and induction 
of colloquial words, the complexity of SL raised 
manifold. This corruption has given way to multiple 
forms of the same word.  
Some of the plurals can create ambiguity in MT in 
deciding their root singular form. For example 
‘kALLu’ is the plural form of ‘kADu (graveyard)’, 
‘kADi (yoke)’, and ‘kAlu (leg)’. Another example is 
‘kOLLu’, that can be the plural form of ‘kODu (a leg 
of a cot)’ and ‘kODi (a hen)’. Context should be 
maintained to decide the root singular for the plural in 
such instances. There are numerous examples of this 
kind. Though there is a high chance of uncertainty in 
MT in the circumstances mentioned above, 
considerable number of plurals of SL can be 
translated into TL using the above methods with less 
human-intervention. 
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